First-principles calculations are presented for the V Zn and V Ge cation vacancies and the Zn Ge and Ge Zn antisites in ZnGeP 2 , using full-potential linearized muffin-tin orbital method supercell calculations in the local-density approximation to density-functional theory. Under Zn-poor conditions, the lowest Gibbs energy defects are found to be the Ge Zn and V Zn defects, leading to a compensated p-type material in agreement with experimental evidence. The occupation energy levels of the defects are determined and compared with available experimental information. As expected, the Ge Zn is found to be a donor while the other three are acceptors. Good agreement is obtained with optical quenching and activation of electron paramagnetic resonance signal studies if a direct transfer of electrons from V Zn 2− to Ge Zn 2+ is assumed rather than a process via the conduction band. This suggests a close association of the dominant acceptors and donors. This is further confirmed by showing that the formation of complexes consisting of two V Zn − with a single Ge Zn 2+ antisite are favorable in energy. The V Ge on the other hand is found to have high energy of formation under any chemical potential conditions and is found to be unstable toward formation of a V Zn and Zn Ge pair. Structural relaxation of all defects is performed but no symmetry breaking distortions are found. As a result, the defect wave functions of the unpaired electron in the V Zn − is found to be spread equally over the four neighboring P atoms, in disagreement with electron nuclear double resonance data which indicate primary localization on a pair of P atoms. Several possible origins for this discrepancy are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
ZnGeP 2 is an important material for nonlinear optical frequency conversion with target wavelengths in the midinfrared. 1 It has not only a large ͑2͒ but also sufficient birefringence to allow for phase matching by angular tuning. However, the efficiencies of frequency doubling and optical parametric oscillators ͑OPO͒ based on ZnGeP 2 are hampered by undesirable defect related optical absorption forming an absorption tail below the band gap. Much experimental work has already been done in identifying the origin of this absorption and correlating it with electron paramagnetic resonance ͑EPR͒ and electron nuclear double resonance ͑ENDOR͒ studies. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The prevalent model emerging from this work is that zinc vacancies in a negative charge state ͑V Zn − ͒ are responsible for the dominant EPR spectrum AL1 in as-grown crystals and that this defect is also strongly correlated with a broad optical absorption band. The g shifts associated with the AL1 EPR center are positive, thus indicating that the defect is an acceptor and the strong distortion obtained from the ENDOR analysis suggests a vacancy rather than a Zn Ge antisite. This contrasts earlier ideas that in chalcopyrite semiconductors antisite disorder should be dominant and has already led to improved material by focusing the growth efforts and post-growth annealing treatments on producing less Zn-deficient material.
Nevertheless, the Ge Zn antisite was also found to be an important defect in ZnGeP 2 . It was found to have an associated EPR signal which appears under optical excitation. 8 Furthermore the interaction of these defects was studied by optically induced EPR ͑Refs. 6 and 7͒ and used to determine defect energy levels in the gap. An EPR signal associated tentatively with the V Ge was discovered only recently in irradiated samples. 9 To the best of our knowledge no previous systematic computational studies have been done of the electronic structure of the point defects in ZnGeP 2 using first-principles calculations. Atomistic modeling studies were presented by Zapol et al. 11 but do not address the electronic structure. Here we present the results of such a study in which we focus on the cation related point defects: the V Zn and V Ge vacancies and the Zn Ge and Ge Zn antisites. After presenting some details on our computational approach and establishing its accuracy in Sec. II, we first establish the range of chemical potentials that needs to be considered ͑Sec. III A͒. The results for neutral defect formation energies as a function of chemical potentials presented in Sec. III B allow us to discuss the expected abundancy of the defects. Next, we determine the energies of formations of charged defect states and deduce from them the occupation energy levels in the band gap ͑Sec. III C͒ and provide a discussion of the associated experimental information in Sec. III D. Next, we discuss the possibility of complex formation between the dominant donor ͑Ge Zn ͒ and acceptor V Zn in Sec. III E. We discuss the stability of the high energy of formation defect V Ge which is found to be unstable toward formation of V Zn +Zn Ge in Sec. III F. We then turn to a more detailed discussion of our results for the V Zn in the context of the EPR-ENDOR data which provide information on the localization of the defect wave functions and the structural distortions in Sec. III G. An important discrepancy is found here: The ENDOR data show that the defect wave function is primarily localized on a pair of P atoms wheras the calculations show it to be spread equally over the four nearest-neighbor P atoms. This suggests a Jahn-Teller distortion occurs. Possible explanations for the failure of the calculations to find an energy lowering distortion are discussed.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
We use a recently developed version of the full-potential ͑FP͒ linearized muffin-tin orbital ͑LMTO͒ method, 12 which allows us to relax the structure around the defects by minimizing the total energy with a conjugate gradient method. Crucial to this approach is that the FP-LMTO method allows one to calculate the forces analytically using a force theorem. Density-functional theory in the local-density approximation is the underlying theoretical framework for our calculations. 13 The FP-LMTO method used here has been shown in several cases to yield results comparable in accuracy to the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave ͑FLAPW͒ or other all-electron methods. 12 Although it uses a smaller basis set, the basis set is highly optimized. The basis functions are constructed as products of radial wave functions and spherical harmonics centered on the atomic sites similar to atomic orbitals. It uses so-called smoothed Hankel functions as envelope functions for the radial function. These provide the optimum curvature of the wave functions just outside the muffin-tin radius. Inside the spheres the wave function is, as usual in linear methods, augmented by solutions of the Schrödinger equation for the potential at hand at a chosen energy and their energy derivative, thus providing a complete basis set over a wide range of energies around the chosen linearization energy. Charge densities and potentials are separated in a smooth part which is described on a regular real space mesh and a rapidly varying part which is represented by a spherical harmonic expansion inside each sphere. Fast fourier transform techniques are used to solve the Poisson equation for the smooth part of the potential and to calculate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix while structure constant expansions are used for the sphere contributions. A double basis set with two sets of Hankel function decay constants and chosen smoothing parameters per angular momentum channel is used in our calculations and found to be adequately converged.
To model the defects, a supercell approach is used, in which defects are repeated periodically. This allows us to use a standard periodic boundary conditions band-structure program. We use supercells of 64 atoms, which is a reasonable compromise between efficiency and accuracy. The size of one supercell is four times the size of an ordinary unit cell as shown in Fig. 1 . Basically we double the length in the x and y directions and make the distances between the point defects approximately the same in all three directions. Similar size supercells were used in other recent calculations on chalcopyrites.
14 A 2ϫ 2 ϫ 2 mesh of k points is used during the relaxation of the atomic positions, and a 4 ϫ 4 ϫ 4 mesh of k points is used to recalculate more accurately the energy differences for the final optimized geometry. Charged states of the defect are dealt with by adding a neutralizing homogeneous background charge distribution. To deal with the electrostatic artefacts of charged point defects in periodic boundary conditions, 15 we use Blöchl's approach 16 to correct the total energies.
The approach of the present work is to calculate the energies of formation of various point defects as a function of chemical potentials of the constituent atoms and as a function of the Fermi level, thus establishing the occupation energy levels in the gap.
The Gibbs free energy of a defect ␣ is given by
where E sc ͑␣͒ , E sc ͑0͒ are the energies of the supercell containing the defect and that of the perfect crystal, respectively, and ⌬n i is the change in number of atoms of a given species i in forming the defect and i their chemical potential, q is the charge state, and e the chemical potential of the electron or Fermi level on an absolute scale. For instance, in removing a Zn to form the Zn vacancy, a term Zn is added to the supercell total energy difference. In forming a Zn Ge antisite, a Ge is removed and a Zn added, so the chemical potential terms in Eq. ͑1͒ are − Zn + Ge The chemical potential of the electron is e = E VBM + E F where E VBM is the one-electron energy of the valence-band maximum ͑VBM͒ of the perfect crystal relative to the average electrostatic potential far away from the defect in the defect containing supercell. It can alternatively be calculated from a total energy difference for the perfect crystal or by aligning a local reference on an atom far away from the defect with that in the perfect crystal. Both of these approaches were found to be in excellent agreement with each other. Before presenting the results, we establish the computational accuracy of our method by providing some results for bulk ZnGeP 2 . The calculated equilibrium lattice constant a th = 5.409 Å is within 1% of the experimental value a exp = 5.463 Å. The calculated c / a ratio 1.966 is also in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 1.966. 18 The internal parameter u = 0.250 is also in close agreement with the experimental value 0.258. For our defects studies, we use the experimental lattice constants. The local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ band gap of ZnGeP 2 was found to be 1.13 eV. As usual it is significantly smaller than the experimental gap of 2.2 eV. The gap corrections and details of the band structure were discussed in a previous paper. 19 FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Crystal structure of ZnGeP 2 . The green͑gray͒ one is Zn; the red͑small gray͒ one is P; and the black one is Ge.
III. RESULTS

A. Chemical potential range
First we establish the ranges of chemical potentials for the constituent elements assuming equilibrium with appropriate reservoirs. The chemical potential are restricted by the following equilibrium conditions:
corresponds to equilibrium with ZnGeP 2 . The conditions 3 Zn + 2 P ഛ ⌬H f ͑Zn 3 P 2 ͒, ͑3͒
and Ge + P ഛ ⌬H f ͑GeP͒, ͑4͒
are required to prevent the formation of Zn 3 P 2 and GeP, respectively. Finally, we need the conditions Zn ഛ 0, Ge ഛ 0 and P ഛ 0 to prevent precipitation of the elemental solids. Note that all chemical potentials here are actually "excess chemical potentials" with the zero reference level defined to correspond to the energy per atom in its elemental solid state. Using Eq. ͑2͒ we can express the chemical potential of P as a function of the other two. Using experimental data 17 ⌬H f ͑ZnGeP 2 ͒ = −3.0 eV, ⌬H f ͑Zn 3 P 2 ͒ = −4.9 eV, ⌬H f ͑GeP͒ = −0.22 eV in Eqs. ͑2͒, ͑3͒, and ͑4͒, we can find the allowed ranges of Zn and Ge in ZnGeP 2 , which are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Table I shows the energy of formation of various neutral point defects under various chemical potential conditions. The labels A , B , D refer back to Fig. 2 and correspond to Zn and Ge-rich, Ge-poor, and Zn-poor conditions, respectively. Most experimental results are believed to correspond to Zn-poor conditions.
B. Chemical potential dependence
One can see that for Zn-rich and Ge-rich conditions the two antisites have lower formation energy than the vacancies. The Zn Ge antisite however becomes high energy in Zn-poor conditions and the Ge Zn antisite becomes a high energy defect in Ge-poor conditions. For Zn-poor conditions, the V Zn becomes the second lowest energy defect. The lowest energy of formation defect under those chemical potential conditions is the Ge Zn antisite. In fact, this defect formation energy is found to become negative. The V Ge is a high energy defect under all circumstances. It is believed that under the prevalent growth conditions, the system is Zn poor. Thus one expects the Ge Zn and the V Zn to be the dominant defects.
C. Charged states and occupation levels
From the total energy of the various charge states for the V Zn shown in Fig. 3 , as a function of Fermi level position, we can see that the vacancy goes from a neutral to a singly negative charge state very close above the VBM ͑0.03 eV͒ and to a double negative charge state at about 0.46 eV above the VBM. This means that V Zn is a double acceptor.
Clearly these states arise from the four nearest-neighbor P dangling bonds. In an environment of perfect tetrahedral symmetry the latter would form a state of a 1 in the neutral state. The actual defect however has S 4 symmetry because of the tetragonal structural distortion of chalcopyrite with ͑c / a͒ Ͻ 2. The chalcopyrite point group is D 2d but some of the corresponding space group elements, the vertical mirror planes, are glide mirror planes, or twofold screw axes ͑along x and y͒ and thus the point group at the defect site does not contain these symmetry elements. 20 This distortion is in fact further enhanced near the vacancy. In this symmetry the t 2 state splits into a b ͑z-like͒ state and a Kramers doublet e ͑x-and y-like͒. The e level is found to lie slightly below the b level by examining the eigenvalues at the ⌫ point of the supercell which exhibit the full point group symmetry of the defect. This level is filled with the remaining four electrons for the neutral state. The first empty defect level which gains one electron in the single negative charge state thus has b symmetry. This is the state for which the 0 / − occupation level is barely above the VBM. This suggests that the V Zn would be a shallow acceptor. However, this does not necessarily imply an effective masslike state spread out over several atoms. In fact, as argued above it is primarily localized on the neighboring P dangling bonds. When this level is filled with a second electron, the Coulomb repulsion between the two localized electrons leads the occupation level to rise by about 0.4 eV. This is also indicative of a more localized character than suggested by the energy level position. Similar calculations were performed for the other defects. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the total energy of the various charge states as a function of Fermi level position for the Ge vacancy, the Zn Ge , and Ge Zn antisites, respectively. The crossings of these lines identify the occupation energy levels which are summarized in Fig. 7 and Table II .
We note that Zn Ge is also a double acceptor while the V Ge is a quadruple acceptor with additional 3− and 4− charge states in the band gap. Since all these defect states consist primarily of the P neighboring dangling combinations, a similar discussion applies to them as given above for the V Zn . The difference is that for the Zn Ge antisite, the P is still maintaining bonds with Zn rather than giving rise to dangling bond states. These P-sp 3 hybrids are simply pushed outside the valence band by the repulsive potential occurring at a Ge site when a Zn atomic core is placed there instead.
For the V Ge the P-dangling bonds simply contain fewer electrons because they are pointing toward a Ge site and thus the counting of the filling with electrons is different. There are now four electrons to place in the P-dangling bonds in the neutral state. As before we find the b state is above the e state. So, the e state is partially filled with two electrons in the neutral case. The e state has room for two more electrons and then the b state can take two more electrons each time costing some extra Coulomb energy. A V Ge − state would have a single unpaired electron and would give rise to a S =1/2 EPR spectrum. Such a spectrum has indeed been observed recently. 9 The Ge Zn antisite in contrast is a double donor. In this case the P-related dangling bonds maintain their bonding to Ge and in fact become even more bonding so deeper in the valence band. They remain completely filled as in the perfect crystal. However the central Ge s-like states are pulled down out of the conduction band. One can alternatively think of these as an antibonding combination of Ge dangling bonds with P dangling bonds of s-like or a symmetry. Because its gap states are derived from the conduction band, a gap correction is applied to this state as it is more appropriate to give its energy levels with respect to the conduction band minimum. In other words, we shift the energy of formation ⌬⍀ q by −q⌬E g with ⌬E g = 1.04 eV. The experimental band gap 19 of 2.2± 0.1 eV above the valence-band maximum ͑VBM͒ is indicated by the dashed vertical line and labeled the conduction-band minimum ͑CBM͒. We can see that the 2 + / + occupation level lies at 0.60 eV below the conductionband minimum while the + / 0 level lies only 0.07 eV below the conduction-band minimum. Thus the Ge Zn antisite is a deep double donor. This may explain why even though this is predicted by our calculations to have the lowest energy of formation under Zn-poor conditions, ZnGeP 2 is usually found to be p-type although strongly compensated. First of all, abundances of defects are not only determined by thermodynamic equilibrium but also by growth conditions. Thus V Zn may be more abundant. Second, the V Zn was found to have a shallow acceptor level and thus will be a more effective p-type dopant. Once the Fermi level is pinned near the valence band, the Ge Zn will be mostly in the 2+ state and will not be a very effective n-type dopant because the 2 + / + level is rather deep.
D. Comparison of energy levels with experiment
The only clear experimental data associating defect levels with specific point defects follows from the optical activation quenching studies of the EPR signals. 6, 7 The 2 + / + defect level position differs slightly from the results of Gehlhoff et al. 7 who placed it at E v + 1.70± 0.03 eV. This corresponds to 0.47 eV below the CBM, whereas we find about 0.60 eV. The value given by Gehlhoff et al. 7 is deduced from the optical energy at which the Ge Zn + EPR signal appears by exciting electrons from the VBM to the Ge Zn 2+/+ level in as-grown samples.
From similar experiment in irradiated samples, in which the V Zn − EPR is quenched due to the Fermi level position pinning above the V Zn −/2− occupation level, these authors concluded that the latter level lies 1.02 eV below the CBM. This is because at that optical excitation energy the V Zn − signal reappears and the Ge Zn + signal appears simultaneously. They interpret this as a transition from the V Zn 2−/− level to the conduction band followed by the trapping of electrons in Ge Zn antisites. This places the V Zn 2−/− at 1.15 eV above the VBM whereas we find it at only about 0.46 eV. However, if we would interpret the 1.02 eV optical excitation energy as corresponding to a direct transition from the V Zn −/2− state to the Ge Zn 2+/+ level, then a closer agreement with our results is obtained. In fact, the V Zn −/2− level would then lie at 0.47+ 1.02= 1.49 eV below the CBM ͑using the experimental values͒ or 0.68 eV above the VBM. The disagreement with experiment is then reduced to 0.2 eV which seems reasonable. These results are summarized in Table III . In this table we include experimental error bars of 0.03 eV on the actually measured quantities and 0.06 eV on the derived value and theoretical error estimates of 0.1 eV.
This suggests a possibly close association of Ge Zn antisites with V Zn vacancies. This is expected if they are the dominant donors and acceptor, respectively, because they will attract each other by their opposite charge. This is further discussed in the next section.
The calculated position of the V Zn −/2− level at about 0.46 eV above the valence-band maximum is also consistent within 0.2 eV with the quenching of the EPR signal of the V Zn − state at about 0.6 eV observed experimentally. 7
E. Complex formation
Since the AL1 EPR center is associated with the V Zn − and is present in as-grown samples we may assume that under normal circumstances the Fermi level in the system lies below the V 22 In fact, in CuInSe 2 , that defect is found to have a negative energy of formation and leads to the formation of a series of Cu x In y Se z compounds with different stoichiometries which can be thought of as consisting of accumulations of the above mentioned defect complex. While such compounds are not known in the ZnGeP 2 case, it seems interesting to check whether such complex formation is favorable.
A possible model of this defect complex is shown in Fig.  8 . In this model, the two vacancies lie in planes above and below ͑along the c axis͒ the central Ge Zn antisite. In an alternative model, the two could lie in the same plane.
We find that the energy of formation of the neutral complex is −1.36 eV using a fully relaxed 64 atom supercell. If we define a binding energy for the complex by
that is the difference of energy of the complex with those of the appropriately charged individual constituents, we obtain ⌬E b = −1.18 eV when E F = 0. Note here that the V Zn in the single negative charge state has an energy cost of 0.81 eV because the 0 / − level lies 0.03 above the VBM and the neutral charge state has an energy of formation of 0.78 eV according to Table I while the energy of formation of the Ge Zn is −0.20 for the neutral state and −1.80 eV for the 2+ charge state when the Fermi level is at the valence-band maximum.
Here we used the LDA value rather than the gap-corrected value for the Ge Zn case which was used when determining the occupation levels in Fig. 6 because we are dealing with a total energy question and need to treat all defects on the same footing. Clearly, a much larger energy gain is obtained if we consider the binding energy relative to the individual defects each in their neutral state. This would give −2.72 eV.
In fact, we then gain in addition approximately twice the ͑LDA͒ band gap because the neutral Ge Zn defect has two electrons almost at the conduction-band level which it would donate to the V Zn acceptor level right above the valence-band maximum. However, this is somewhat misleading because it is unlikely to have the two defects in the neutral state at any given Fermi level position. The alternative model with the two vacancies in the same plane was found to have 0.3 eV higher energy. One may note that in a supercell of 64 atoms, the defect complex will lead to a connected line of defects along the c axis. To avoid this, we also considered a 128 atom supercell doubled in the c direction. Unfortunately, it was found difficult to relax a 128 atom supercell for all the defects and compare their formation energies. However, we did test the convergence of the formation energy with supercell size using the unrelaxed geometry in both the 64 and 128 atom cells and found little difference. In any case, we may conclude that there is indeed a thermodynamic energy gain of about 1 eV for forming this complex. The binding energy of the complex is much smaller in the present case than found in the CuInSe 2 case 22 which is consistent with the fact that in ZnGeP 2 no evidence exists for the intermediate stoichiometry compounds found in the CuInSe 2 case.
The electronic structure of the defect complex can be analyzed in terms of a simple molecular model. The model consists of the donor level E d of the Ge Zn and the acceptor levels E a of the V Zn . Both of these are considered as s-like orbitals. We assume that there is a weak direct interaction VЈ between the two V Zn acceptor levels and a stronger interaction V between the V Zn and Ge Zn levels and that the "molecule" has a mirror plane relating the two V Zn to each other. The real defect complex does not have such simple spatial symmetry but nevertheless the two V Zn involved in the defect complex should in some sense be equivalent to each other. All the interactions V are considered to be weak compared to the E d − E a energy difference and can be treated in perturbuation theory. The Hamiltonian of our model is
͑6͒
If we now form an odd and even linear combination of the acceptor levels, only the even linear combination can interact with the symmetric E d state. We thus find as odd and even eigenstates
Now, we need to consider the filling of these levels. If two V Zn − acceptors are joined with a Ge Zn 2+ donor the overall defect is neutral and the two electrons from the V Zn − go in the lowest even level. This level is essentially a symmetric combination of the acceptor levels. Strictly speaking it is a bonding combination with the donor level but if V Ͻ E d − E a , then it is primarily centered on the acceptors. If we add a single more electron, the overall system is in a singly negative charge state and this electron goes in the odd level, again only involving acceptorlike states. This state would be EPR active. A second electron in this level will cost some extra Coulomb energy which we estimate from the corresponding V Zn −/2− occupation level to be about 0.5 eV higher in energy and would lead to an EPR inactive state. In the 3− charge state of the complex, an electron is finally added to the predominantly donorlike antibonding combination of the E d with the even combination of acceptor states. This corresponds to the 2 + / + level of the donor. Adding one more electron would again cost Coulomb energy of about 0.6 eV ͑estimated from the isolated Ge Zn defect͒. This model is illustrated in Fig. 9 .
In Fig. 10 we show the formation energies for the complex for different charge states from which we can deduce the occupation levels. We see indeed that the 0 / − level has moved below the valence-band maximum. The − / 2− level lies 0.39 eV above the VBM and the 2 − / 3− level lies at 1.66 eV above the VBM. This picture confirms the qualitative correctness of the above simple model.
Further evidence for the electronic structure is obtained from the density of states shown in Fig. 11 . This figure compares the total density of states of the perfect crystal with that of the crystal with the defect complex. While for an accurate density of states calculation we would need a finer k mesh, we here wish to highlight the states in the gap only. Thus we show the density of states sampled with our usual 4 ϫ 4 ϫ 4 mesh and using a small Gaussian broadening so that the peaks of the defect close the band edges to not become merged with the band continuum. The peaks in the gap are clearly visible and correspond to what the simple model predicts, an acceptorlike state and a donorlike state are both present in the gap.
We see that this defect molecule model behaves almost like a simple linear superposition of a V Zn and a Ge Zn defect in terms of its energy levels. The only difference is that now the role of the V Zn acceptor level is replaced by the odd symmetry linear combination of two such states. The symmetric bonding combination of the two just captures the two electrons from each in their single negative charge states and becomes an inactive background state presumably pushed into the valence band by the slight bonding effect between the two very shallow levels. Within such a model, the optical excitations discussed in the previous section also find their natural counterpart. Again, optical excitation by about 0.5-0.6 eV could add an electron from the valence band to the E odd level and thereby quench the EPR signal. An optical excitation from the valence band by about 1.6-1.7 eV could bring the system in a 3− charge state which essentially corresponds to the Ge Zn part of the defect having an unpaired spin. Finally, optical excitation of about 1 eV could result in an excited state of the 2− state of the defect with an unpaired electron in both the E odd and E even+ levels. However, in that case we would have to consider how these two electrons pair into either a singlet S = 0 EPR inactive state or into a S =1 triplet state. No S = 1 EPR spectrum has to our knowledge FIG. 9 . ͑Color online͒ Molecular model for the defect complex, illustrating interactions, single particle levels, and occupation levels. been identified in ZnGeP 2 so this seems somewhat unlikely. However, alternatively, the defect in such an excited state could break up and lead to separate S =1/2 centers with the character of an isolated Ge Zn and V Zn character. In other words the optical processes quenching and reactivating the EPR signals discussed in the previous section could conceivably all take place within this single defect complex center rather than between separated defects. We believe this reinforces the idea that an electron can easily be transferred directly from a V Zn 2− to a Ge Zn 2+ rather than via the conduction band even if the association of the defects is less tight than suggested by the complex considered here. Given the close similarity in energy levels of the complex with those of separate defects, it may not be so easy to identify such complexes experimentally. However, one may expect an EPR active state of such a complex to exist and it would have a distinct hyperfine structure from the simple V Zn . So far no experimental evidence for such complexes has been reported. We should also keep in mind that this would require the atoms to migrate to find each other and assemble in a complex.
F. Instability of the V Ge
The high energy of formation of the V Ge under even the most favorable chemical potential conditions suggests that this defect might be unstable. In fact, it is easy to imagine a process of the type
in which a nearby Zn moves into the V Ge site thereby creating a Zn Ge antisite and leaving a nearest neighbor V Zn behind. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 . We thus perform also calculations for this complex. First, we compare the energies in the neutral charge state. Our calculations show that this defect complex has a lower energy of formation than the V Ge by 13 meV assuming all neutral defects. However, the complex has higher energy of formation than a separated V Zn and Zn Ge by 92 meV. The situation is more complex because the actual energies depend on the charge states of each defect at a given Fermi level position. The results as a function of Fermi level position are shown in Fig. 13 . While the electron chemical potential or Fermi level can vary from zero to the band gap, we here only show the region neare the valence-band maximum up to 0.6 eV because the level crossings of interest happen within this range. We now see that the complex never occurs in the neutral state but always has at least one extra electron. In other words, the 0 / − occupation level would lie below the VBM. For Fermi level positions below VBM+ 0.25 eV, the defect complex turns out to be stable with respect to the constituent point defects. However, both a separated pair of V Zn and Zn Ge or the complex are always substantially, i.e., by about 0.1 eV or more, below the V Ge energy showing that the latter is unstable.
G. Discussion of the EPR data
According to the EPR and ENDOR results from Rakowsky et al., 2 Halliburton et al., 3 Stevens, 4 and Gius et al., 5 the dominant acceptor in ZnGeP 2 is the zinc vacancy in a single negative charge state. This agrees with our results for Zn-poor conditions. However, according to the ENDOR data the defect wave function is localized near two of the four P only. This conclusion is based on the 1:2:1 splitting of the EPR signal, which is characteristic of hyperfine interaction with two equivalent I =1/2 nuclear spins, attributed to 31 P, which is nearly 100% abundant. According to the ENDOR analysis 3 the two phosphorus sharing the unpaired spin form a pair, which could be P1 and P3, P1 and P4, P2 and P3, or P2 and P4 as shown in Fig. 14. This conclusion derives from the study of the EPR as a function of the orientation of the magnetic field which shows that the defect can occur in four equivalent orientations. The angle is the angle between the interphosphorus axis and the basal plane, which is the ͑001͒ plane in Fig. 14 . Their analysis of ENDOR gave 37.8°for .
Our calculations are not in agreement with this large lattice distortion. Without defect, the distance between two phosphorus on the basal planes is 3.93 Å, and the distance between two phosphorus on the other four planes is 3.86 Å. The undistorted angle is 44.5°. For the zinc vacancy model in the neutral charge state, the S 4 symmetry is maintained after relaxation, even though we allowed starting points in which the symmetry was broken by giving random small displacements to the atoms. The distances become 3.59 and 3.50 Å, respectively, and the becomes about 43.5°. This indicates an overall inward relaxation of the nearby P atoms toward the vacancy accompanied by a slight further reduction of the local c / a ratio compared to that in the perfect crystal. In Table IV , we list the representative parameters of the geometry for the neutral charge state after the relaxation for the other acceptor defects considered in this paper which might be considered as alternative candidates for AL1. For other charge states, the parameters differ only by 1%. We note that all of the defects were found to maintain the S 4 symmetry. None of the defects considered appears to agree with the ENDOR data. We may also notice that the relaxation of the antisite is indeed smaller than that of the vacancy in terms of the inward motion of the P atoms.
Furthermore we checked the localization of the defect wave function on the neighboring P sites by plotting the local density of states. Since the Fermi contact term ͑giving the isotropic part of the hyperfine structure tensor͒ essentially measures only the s-like contribution at the nuclei of the neighboring P, we examined the P 3s partial density of states for the V Zn . We find it to be equal on the four neighboring P, consistent with the symmetry.
One might conclude from this that the assignment of the AL1 EPR signal to the V Zn − or to any of the simple acceptor point defects considered here is doubtful. It was hypothesized in Ref. 3 that this localization on two P would result from a structural distortion of the defect and in fact the association with the V Zn rather than the Zn Ge antisite ͑the main alternative acceptor candidate͒ was made on the basis of the expectation that a stronger distortion would result from a vacancy than from an antisite. However, we find no evidence for such a symmetry breaking structural relaxation in our calculations for any of the defects considered. Even if we start from different distorted situations, the system always relaxes back to a system with S 4 symmetry in which the four P atoms should have equivalent weight in the defect electron wave function. 23 In particular, we used a starting geometry with two P atoms approaching each other as suggested qualitatively by the ENDOR experiments. Unfortunately, the latter do not provide direct information on the atomic positions, only on the defect wave function localization. Even this structure was found to relax back to S 4 symmetry. Furthermore, this is consistent with the above symmetry analysis of the nature of the defect state. The nondegenerate nature of the b symmetry suggests that there is no reason for a simple Jahn-Teller distortion. Similar conclusions also hold for the Zn Ge defect. Of course the latter is unlikely anyways because under Zn-poor conditions this is a high energy of formation defect.
The EPR spectrum for the Ge Zn antisite also exhibits localization on a pair of P atoms rather than equivalently on the four surrounding P atoms. 8 Thus the same type of discrepancy occurs for this defect.
We now discuss some possible solutions to this problem. Very recently, an EPR signal was discovered in electron irradiated ZnGeP 2 under illumination which shows the characteristic 1:4:6:4:1 hyperfine splitting of four nearestneighbor P atoms. 9, 10 This spectrum was tentatively assigned to a V Ge by the authors mainly on the basis of the fact that the V Zn had already been assigned to the AL1 spectrum. In view of the above discussion of V Ge being unstable and the difficulty in assigning the AL1 with the undistorted V Zn − it seems reasonable to at least consider the isolated V Zn as an alternative assignment of this EPR spectrum. However, an important argument against this assignment is that the signal is only observed in irradiated samples whereas the V Zn which is expected to be abundant in Zn-poor material. Furthermore, we should point out that our calculations do not exclude the V Ge assignment in any way. Even though we find that defect to be unstable, one might expect it to be formed under irradiation and an energy barrier may have to be overcome to decompose it into the V Zn -Zn Ge pair. Thus, in the end the assignment of this signal to the V Ge seems the most plausible. Our structural calculations indicate that the V Ge does not distort either and thus an equal localization on the four P neighbors would be in agreement with the hyperfine data for this center. Interestingly a V Ge − state would correspond to an unpaired electron in a degenerate e state and might be expected to Jahn-Teller distort. Apparently, it does not.
An alternative explanation for the P occurring in equivalent pairs in the defect wave function could arise from a defect complex. A first candidate we examined is the zinc vacancy interstitial Zn pair. This is illustrated in Fig. 15 . As can be seen in this figure the four P neighbors to the vacancy are now automatically split into two inequivalent groups because two P are simultaneously neigbors to the vacancy and to the interstitial. However, calculations of this defect complex show that it is unstable. The Zn i simply moves back toward the V Zn position, thereby reconstructing the perfect crystal.
Another possible complex was already discussed in Sec. III E. However, upon closer inspection of the localization of the wave functions over the various P atoms, we found that no single pair of P atoms stands out being much stronger contributing than the other pairs. The isotropic part of the hyperfine splitting represents the contact term which is only nonzero for s electrons. Thus the ratio of the isotropic parts of the hyperfine tensor on the different P pairs should be proportional to their P3s contribution to the wave function. According to the experimental results of Stevens et al. 4 this ratio is 1 to 5 between the strongest hyperfine term and the next one. For the complex, our calculations give a ratio of only a factor of 2 between the first pairs and other aspects like the angle discussed earlier do not match either. In fact, little structural relaxation takes place in this defect complex. Again, the relaxation consists primarily of a motion inward toward the vacancies. Thus it cannot account for the ENDOR data of the AL1 centrum.
Finally, we should consider the possibility that the LDA theory is inaccurate or the size of the defect supercell is too small and fails to capture the true structure of the defect. Being a rather shallow energy level, a larger cell may be needed to accurately describe the electronic structure. Nevertheless if the distortion involves some kind of P-P pair formation similar to what is recently described by Lany and Zunger, 14 one would expect that a 64 atom cell should already show this behavior. Similar failures of LDA have been reported in the past, for instance for the Zn vacancy in ZnSe, 25, 26 which could be considered to be a very similar type of defect to the V Zn considered here. The discrepancy in ZnSe has up to now not been resolved. Recently, Laegsgaard and Stokbro 27 argued that the uncompletely canceled selfinteraction in LDA may lead to the wrong ground-state structure for systems in which the wave function becomes strongly localized. They also argued that this would be a more important problem for acceptors. At present we believe that this is the most likely explanation for the discrepancy but further work is needed to confirm this.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the two cation vacancies and the two cation antisites in ZnGeP 2 and some related point defect complexes by means of FP-LMTO supercell calculations. Energies of formation were determined for different charge states and as a function of chemical potentials. The occupation energy levels were determined. The main conclusions obtained from these calculations are as follows.
Under Zn-poor conditions which are known to be prevalent in real samples, we find the Ge Zn antisite to be the lowest energy of formation defect followed by the V Zn . Since these are, respectively, a double donor and double but shallower acceptor, this finding is consistent with ZnGeP 2 being a heavily compensated p-type semiconductor. Our calculations show that a complex combining two V Zn − with a Ge Zn 2+ has a net binding energy of about 1 eV compared to the separate defects. A simple molecular model was introduced to describe the electronic structure of this complex. The close association of these donors and acceptors suggests that direct transfer of electrons from a V Zn 2− center, which is known to occur in irradiated samples, to a Ge Zn 2+ is possible. This would simultaneously activate both centers to become EPR active. This is consistent with experimental observations by Gehlhoff et al. 7 and the optical activation energy for this process of 1.02 eV is close to the calculated one of 1.1± 0.1 eV. The interpretation of these experimental data provided here differs from the one given in the experimental paper. The latter interpreted the 1.02 eV as the energy difference from the V Zn −/2− to the conduction band. This however would place that energy level at about 1.2 eV above the valence-band maximum which is in disagreement with the calculated position of only 0.5± 0.1 eV. In contrast our model provides a consistent picture between theory and experiment. The position of the Ge Zn 2+/+ occupation energy level at about 1.6± 0.1 eV above the valence band is also in agreement with direct optical activation of the Ge Zn + EPR center from the valence band is as-grown samples, which is experimentally placed at 1.7 eV.
The Ge vacancy is found to be an unstable high energy defect. It dissociates readily in a V Zn -Zn Ge defect complex pair which subsequently may dissociate in two separate point defects if the Fermi level is at least 0.25 eV above the valence-band maximum. An EPR signal has recently been associated with the V Ge but only in irradiated samples. This is consistent with the fact that under thermodynamic growth conditions the V Ge is not expected to be an abundant defect. The hyperfine signature of this EPR center being spread over four equivalent P atoms is consistent with our finding that the V Ge maintains S 4 symmetry. Although the same can be said of any of the other defects in our calculation, the V Ge seems indeed the most likely candidate for this defect given that the latter is not expected to occur in as-grown samples but is expected to occur in irradiated samples since irradiation can be expected to readily produce vacancies of both types but not antisites.
The three acceptorlike defects studied have remarkably similar electronic structures with a shallow defect 0 / − state above the valence-band maximum and a − / 2− state about 0.5± 0.1 eV higher in energy. The V Ge however is a quadruple acceptor and can have two further charge states in the gap about equally spaced, for each additional electron added to the defect. The V Zn has the shallowest acceptor level of the three. This presents experimentalists with a severe challenge of distinguishing these defects. In fact, the electronic struc- ture of all three of these defects is determined by the four nearest-neighbor P dangling bonds and thus one also expects similar EPR hyperfine structures for them. In the experimental literature, primary emphasis has been given to the V Zn and this is consistent with our finding that this is the lowest energy of formation acceptor. The Zn Ge antisite is unlikely to occur in view of the fact that the samples are usually Zn poor and hence have a high energy of formation. Our calculations predict it could occur as a byproduct of a unstable V Ge defects but these also are only expected to occur in Ge-poor samples or after irradiation.
Returning now to the dominant acceptor V Zn , a problem is encountered with our calculations. The results for the V Zn − structural relaxation are in disagreement with the ENDOR results for the AL1 EPR spectrum commonly associated with the V Zn − defect. Whereas the hyperfine structure of this EPR signal clearly shows a distorted defect with localization on two P, we find the V Zn − to have S 4 symmetry with equal weight on the four neigboring P atoms and to exhibit only a small inward relaxation of the P atoms. The same applies to the other acceptor defects considered here. Thus these are not viable alternative candidates for the AL1. We have investigated two complexes as alternative candidates for AL1, a V Zn -Zn i pair, which was however found to be unstable and the above-mentioned ͑V Zn -Ge Zn -V Zn ͒ − complex. The latter was found to have a net binding energy relative to its constituents but its unpaired electron wave function spread over the various P atoms in the defect complex is not in agreement with the AL1 hyperfine structure because it is not predominantly centered on a pair of P atoms. Since the energy levels that we calculated seem to be in good agreement with the optical activation and quenching studies of the EPR signals assuming the common interpretation of the AL1 with the V Zn , we arrive at the conclusion that the experimental assignment must be correct. This implies that the calculations do not find the correct structural relaxation of the defect. A similar problem in fact occurs also for the Ge Zn donor. The nondegenerate nature of the highest occupied energy level for the V Zn − does not suggest a simple Jahn-Teller explanation for the experimentally found distortion. Although other systems have recently been found, in which atom pairing occurs in cases where no Jahn-Teller mechanism seems to be operative, the present defect does not appear to favor such P-P bond formation distortions. This feature was extensively tested even involving an outside confirmation using an alternative computational method 23 and thus appears to be a robust result, at least within local-density-functional calculations. While the more shallow energy level here might suggest that larger supercell models are required to accurately describe this defect we have emphasized that the wave function appears to be fairly strongly localized on the four neighboring P atoms and hence, one should expect that our supercell size used should be sufficient to capture P-P bond pair formations if they were favorable. In fact, for the V Se in CuGaSe 2 our FP-LMTO calculations confirmed the formation of Ga-Ga dimers similar to Lany and Zunger's result 14 using a 64 atom cell. So, clearly something different is going on for the V Zn in ZnGeP 2 . In the end, we can only speculate that the origin of this problem is a failure of the local density approximation. In particular, the lack of a complete cancelation of the self-interaction in this method may be responsible for the problem as was pointed out recently for other acceptors by Laegsgaard and Stokbro. 27 This will require further investigation.
